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ABSTRACT Recent experiments focusing on the function of the immunological synapse formed between a T cell and an
antigen-presenting cell raise many questions about its purpose. We examine the proposal that the close apposition of the cell
membranes in the central region of the synapse acts to focus T-cell secretions on the target cell, thus reducing the effect on
nearby cells. We show that the efﬁciency of targeted T-cell responses to closely apposed cells is only weakly dependent on the
distance between the cells. We also calculate effective (diffusion-limited) rates of binding and unbinding for molecules secreted
within the synapse. We apply our model to the stimulation of B cells by secreted interleukin-4 (IL-4), and ﬁnd that very few
molecules of IL-4 need be released to essentially saturate the IL-4 receptors on the B-cell surface.
INTRODUCTION
A recurrent theme in T-cell-mediated immune responses is
the directed transfer of effector substances from the T cell to
a target cell in close proximity. For example, after stim-
ulation of a cytotoxic T cell by a cell presenting viral proteins,
the cytotoxic T cell will secrete a variety of cytoplasmic
toxins—perforin and granzymes—to kill the virus-infected
cell (Janeway et al., 1999). Similarly, for B cells to be stim-
ulated by helper T cells, interleukin-4 (IL-4) and interleukin-5
(IL-5) must be transferred (Janeway et al., 1999). In most
cases, it is important that the secreted molecules are di-
rected toward the target cell to prevent unwanted effects on
bystander cells and the diversion of these molecules away
from the target cell.
The contact regions formed between T cells and antigen-
presenting cells (APCs) (termed ‘‘immunological synapses’’)
have been a subject of extensive experimental work (Monks
et al., 1998; Grakoui et al., 1999; Delon and Germain, 2000;
Lee et al., 2002; van der Merwe and Davis, 2002) as well as
theoretical considerations (Qi et al., 2001; Burroughs and
Wu¨lﬁng, 2002; Coombs et al., 2004). After a period of re-
arrangement, cell surface proteins segregate into a central
region containing signaling molecules, surrounded by a pe-
ripheral region dense in adhesion molecules. This topological
arrangement is found to be stable for several hours andmay be
necessary for T-cell activation through sustained signaling.
Subsequent experiments (Lee et al., 2002, 2003), however,
show that certain signaling events precede the full rearrange-
ment and segregation of cell surface molecules that form the
immunological synapse and indicate a balance between sig-
naling and TCR degradation. The question arises: what
biological functions does the long-lived immunological
synapse help facilitate? Recent reviews addressing this
question include Huppa and Davis (2003), Davis and Dustin
(2004), and Jacobelli et al. (2004). We shall focus on the
suggestion that synapse formation helps to ensure that soluble
effector molecules are conﬁned to the interface and their
effects on bystander cells are minimized (van der Merwe and
Davis, 2002; van derMerwe, 2002). It is known that cytokines
produced during helper T cell–B cell association and cyto-
plasmic toxins produced during cytotoxic T-cell–target-cell
association localize to the contact region between the cells
before being released (Kupfer et al., 1991, 1994; Yannelli
et al., 1986). Furthermore, experiments using cytotoxic T cells
(Stinchcombe et al., 2001) show that the granules release their
contents at a particular point on the contact region, within the
outer ring of adhesion molecules but separate from the inner
zone of signaling molecules.
In this article we will examine effects of immunological
synapse geometry on the delivery of diffusing effector
molecules to target cells. We illustrate our method using the
speciﬁc example of the transfer of IL-4 molecules from
T cells to B cells, within the context of an immunological
synapse. The majority of our results apply to all immuno-
logical synapses with similar geometry. However, in some
sections we use parameters measured for the IL-4 system;
these results will not generally hold in other situations.
RESULTS
Details of intermembrane attachment weakly
affect the fraction of effector molecules
reaching the target cell
Once secreted molecules leave the cell, they must diffuse
across the contact region to reach their target. We estimate
the fraction of the molecules that escape from the synapse
before reaching the target cell surface (and may potentially
interact with cells other than the target) by solving a diffusion
equation as follows. We model the cell contact region as
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a squat cylinder of radius a and height d, and the release of
effector molecules as a constant, uniform rate of release S
molecules/(cm2 s) over the base of the cylinder (Fig. 1). The
effector molecules diffuse with coefﬁcient D (cm2/s), and we
assume that molecules reaching the boundary of the cylinder
are lost.We then solve the steadydiffusion problemD=2C¼0
for the concentration C of effector molecules within the
cylinder with perfectly absorbing boundaries at the top of the
cylinder (corresponding to the target cell) and on the sides
(corresponding to escape from the synapse volume), and
calculate the ﬂux of molecules into the top of the cylinder.
(For details, see the appendix.) The solution is
flux ¼ pSa2f1ðd=aÞ; (1)
and we plot the function f1(d/a) as Fig. 2 a.
We can now compare: a), a contact region held together by
TCR–peptide-MHC bonds (d ’ 14 nm from Wild et al.,
1999), with b), a contact region held together by nonspeciﬁc
adhesion molecules (d ’ 41 nm also fromWild et al., 1999).
Taking the radius of the contact region to be a ¼ 2 mm
(Grakoui et al., 1999) we ﬁnd that in case a 98.9% of the
available effector molecules reach the target cell, compared
to 97.0% in case b. We note that these ﬁgures are mild un-
derestimates: some molecules that leave the synapse volume
will return, and in any case some of the escaped molecules
might bind with the target cell at a point outside our compu-
tational region.
This result shows that molecular rearrangements in the
synapse do not signiﬁcantly improve effector transfer by
bringing the two cells closer together; the aspect ratio of the
synapse volume is already sufﬁciently small that most mole-
cules reach their target. From the point of view of diffusion,
the timescale for transport across the contact volume scales
as d2/D, whereas the timescale for lateral diffusion scales
as a2/D. The dimensionless ratio of these times is thus (d/a)2.
Because this ratio of diffusion times depends on the square
of the aspect ratio, we see that the details of the synapse
separation should indeed be unimportant. (Choosing d ¼ 14
nm, the ratio of timescales is 0.01%. For d ¼ 41 nm, it is
0.04%.)
Saturation of target-cell receptors
We now calculate the release rate S that is sufﬁcient to ensure
that a substantial fraction of the receptors on the target cell
will be bound at steady state. At equilibrium, for monovalent
ligands binding to receptors, half the receptors will be bound
to ligand when the free ligand concentration is equal to the
equilibrium dissociation constant, Kd. To ﬁnd the concen-
tration of effector molecules over the cylinder in this case,
we must solve the steady diffusion equation with a reﬂecting
boundary at z ¼ d and an absorbing boundary at r ¼ a.
At steady state the concentration of secreted effector
molecules at the target cell will have its highest concentra-
tion in the center of the synapse (r ¼ 0) and drop off radially
as one moves away from the center of the synapse. (In our
calculations the concentration is set to zero at r¼ a, the outer
boundary of the synapse. This ignores the small concentra-
tion that will build up outside the contact region.) The mean
concentration of effector molecules at the target cell, C; i.e.,
the concentration of effector molecules averaged over the
contact surface of the target cell, is given by (see Appendix)
C ¼ 4Sa
D
hðd=aÞ: (2)
The dimensionless function h(d/a) is plotted in Fig. 2. For
a¼ 2 mm and d¼ 14 nm and 41 nm, h(d/a)¼ 4.46 and 1.52,
respectively.
Low IL-4 release rates saturate the IL-4 receptor
at equilibrium
To illustrate, we consider the secretion of IL-4 by helper T
cells held in close proximity to B cells. IL-4 binds to its cell
surface receptor (IL-4Ra) and the bound complex associates
with a common signaling unit, gc, the latter being required
for signaling transduction (Kondo et al., 1993; Hoffman
et al., 1995). The forward and reverse rate constants for
binding of human IL-4 to its receptor have been determined
(Shen et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1997) and their values are
given in Table 1.
Solving C ¼ Kd and taking D ¼ 106cm2/s, we ﬁnd that
a release rate (pa2S) of between 2.1 (at d ¼ 14 nm,
corresponding to the length of a TCR-pMHC bond) and 6.2
(at d ¼ 41 nm, the length of a LFA-1–ICAM-1 bond)
molecules per second at the T cell is sufﬁcient to ﬁll half the
IL-4 binding sites on the B-cell surface in the contact area, in
the steady state.
Diffusion-limited reaction rates
When receptors are conﬁned to a surface the system is
intrinsically not well mixed and the transport of ligands to
FIGURE 1 The model geometry. Two cells are held together by ligand-
receptor bonds (not shown) at a distance d (tens of nanometers). The radius
of the tight contact region is a (a few microns). Not to scale. (Inset) Scale
drawing to indicate actual aspect ratio of contact region.
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the surface can inﬂuence the kinetics of binding and
dissociation. If transport is slow compared to the ligand-
receptor binding kinetics then as binding proceeds there will
be competition among receptors for ligand. Transport effects
can be accounted for in the binding kinetics by introducing
effective rate coefﬁcients. If we call the average concen-
trations of secreted molecules between the cells C, free re-
ceptors on the target cell surface R, and their bound complex
B, we can write
dB
dt
¼ kf CR krB; (3)
where kf and kr are effective rate coefﬁcients for the forward
and reverse reactions. We may express these coefﬁcients as
(Eigen, 1974; Shoup and Szabo, 1987; Goldstein, 1989):
kf ¼ kon
11Rkon=k1
; (4)
kr ¼ koff
11Rkon=k1
; (5)
where k1 is the diffusion-limited forward rate constant
averaged over the area of the target cell within the contact
region. For our geometry, k1 is obtained by setting up
a steady state and calculating the mean ﬂux into a perfectly
absorbing disc, the contact region of the target cell. The
fraction 1/(1 1 Rkon/k1) is the reduction in the forward rate
constant due to competition among the free receptors on the
surface for ligand (Goldstein and Dembo, 1995).
We write k1 in the form
k1 ¼ D
a
g1ðd=aÞ; (6)
where g1(d/a) is a dimensionless function that depends only
on the ratio of the height of the cylinder to its radius. We plot
g1(d/a) in Fig. 3 a and present the details of the calculation in
the appendix.
Competition among receptors for IL-4 is weak
Returning to the T-cell–B-cell interface where a¼ 2 mm, for
d ¼ 14 nm we ﬁnd g1 ¼ 142.6 whereas when d ¼ 41 nm,
g1 ¼ 48.4. Taking the diffusion coefﬁcient for IL-4 to beD¼
1 3 106 cm2/s we ﬁnd from Eq. 6 that if d ¼ 14 nm,
k1 ’ 93108 cm3=s whereas if d ¼ 41 nm, k1 ’
33108 cm3=s: From Eq. 4 we see that transport will have a
strong inﬂuence on the binding kinetics when konR/k1 $ 1.
We can estimate how many free receptors must be in the
contact region for competition among receptors for free IL-4
to become important. For d ¼ 41 nm and kon ¼ 3.3 3 1014
cm3/s, we would have to have 9.13 105 IL-4 receptors in the
contact area whereas for d¼ 14 nm the numberwould even be
higher. Because the number of IL-4 receptors expressed on B
cells has been found to be in the range of 50–5000 receptors
per cell (Lowenthal et al., 1988; Galizzi et al., 1989) it is clear
that during binding, transport by diffusion is rapid and
binding is as if the system is well mixed. However, during
dissociation the situation is quite different.
Diffusion-limited dissociation
Consider a situation where secretion is turned off and bound
ligand-receptor complexes begin to dissociate with the
ligand diffusing away. Because the area in which the ligand
diffuses is so conﬁned we expect a ligand that dissociates
from a receptor to return to the surface many times before it
manages to diffuse out of the contact area. The binding
kinetics are described by Eq. 3 where at time t ¼ 0, C ¼ C0,
the average ligand concentration in the region between the
two cells at the start of the experiment. With time this
concentration decays to zero. The effective rate constants
have the same form as Eqs. 4 and 5 with the diffusion-limited
FIGURE 2 (a) Fraction of dimensionless ﬂux of
effector molecules f1(d/a) reaching the target cell at
steady state. (b) Dimensionless mean concentration
h(d/a) of effector molecules at the target cell surface at
steady state.
TABLE 1 Parameters for IL-4–IL-4R interaction
Parameter Symbol Estimate
Dissociation constant Kd 100 pM ¼ 6 3 1010 cm3
Forward binding constant kon 2 3 10
7 M1s1 ¼
3.3 3 1014 cm3s1
Unbinding rate koff 2 3 10
3 s1
Receptor density R 107–109 cm2
Diffusion constant for IL-4 D 106 cm2s1
Rate and dissociation constants were determined at 25C (Table 1 of Wang
et al., 1997). Receptor density is estimated from measurements of receptor
number of 50–5000 receptors/cell (Lowenthal et al., 1988; Galizzi et al.,
1989) uniformly distributed over a cell of surface area 5 3 106cm2.
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forward rate constant k1 replaced by the diffusion-limited
rate constant for leaving the surface k1: In the most familiar
case where ligands bind to or dissociate from a single
isolated spherical cell of radius a, k1 ¼ k1: However, in
general, k1 6¼ k1: That is the case here.
In a dissociation experiment the effective dissociation rate
constant is
kr ¼ koff
11Rkon=k1
; (7)
where k1 is the diffusion-limited rate constant for leaving the
surface, averaged over the area of the target cell within
the contact. The fraction 1=ð11Rkon=k1Þ is the reduction in
the off-rate constant due to rebinding to free receptors on the
surface, i.e., it is the probability that a dissociation will lead
to the ligand escaping into the bulk solution rather than
rebinding back to the surface (Berg, 1978; Goldstein and
Dembo, 1995).
We write k1 in the form
k1 ¼ D
a
g2ðd=aÞ; (8)
where g2(d/a) is the dimensionless function plotted in Fig.
3 b. For a ¼ 2 mm and d ¼ 14 nm, we ﬁnd g2 ¼ 2.6 3 103
whereas if d ¼ 41 nm then g2 ¼ 1.9 3 102. Therefore,
using a diffusion coefﬁcient of 1 3 106 cm2s1 and taking
d ¼ 14 nm, k1 ¼ 1:23105 cm=s. Further, k1 ¼ 1:03104
cm=s when d ¼ 41 nm.
Rebinding substantially delays the loss of IL-4
from the synaptic volume
We can now estimate how many IL-4 receptors must be on
the B-cell surface in the contact region for rebinding to be
signiﬁcant. As we discussed after introducing Eq. 7, when
Rkon=k1$ 1; the probability of rebinding to the surface rather
than escaping from the contact region is 0.5 or greater. Using
the forward rate constant for IL-4 binding to its receptor
(Table 1), we ﬁnd that if d ¼ 14 nm then 46 IL-4 receptors
in the contact area are sufﬁcient to satisfy Rkon=k1 ¼ 1: If
d ¼ 41 nm then 381 IL-4 receptors are required. In other
words, when d ¼ 14 nm the probability of an IL-4
molecule rebinding will be 0.5 when ;50 IL-4 receptors are
in the contact region. Even though the numbers of IL-4
receptors are small on B cells (Table 1), if they move to the
contact region when a synapse is established, the half-life for
dissociation of an IL-4molecule from the contact volumewill
be signiﬁcantly increased. In the usual case of receptors on
a surface of a cell, if there is no competition for ligand among
receptors during binding then rebinding is negligible as well.
Here, because of the geometry of the synapse, competition
during binding can be negligible but can be signiﬁcant during
dissociation. This reﬂects the fact that a large fraction of
diffusive paths that start on one surface lead directly to the
second surface without ever encountering the side of the
cylinder whereas only a small fraction of paths that start on
one surface and end by reaching the side of the cylinder do so
without returning to the starting surface many times. It
appears that this effect depends on the details of the inter-
membrane separation. Given present uncertainties in the
number of IL-4 receptors expressed by B cells (Lowenthal
et al., 1988; Galizzi et al., 1989) and the open question of
whether they relocate to the synapse region upon signaling,
however, we should not overstate this difference. The key
conclusion is that the synapse geometry may promote
rebinding, and hence, efﬁcient delivery of IL-4.
DISCUSSION
In this article we performed an analysis of the effects of
synaptic geometry on the diffusive transport of effector
molecules between immune cells. We showed that, from this
point of view, ﬁne details of attachment (such as differences
of a few tens of nanometers in the separation of the two cells)
are qualitatively unimportant. Whether the region of contact
between the regions is in the form of a bull’s eye pattern with
the short (TCR) bonds in the central core surrounded by
longer (ICAM) bonds (Monks et al., 1998; Grakoui et al.,
1999) or the other way around as is observed in NK cells
(Davis et al., 1999), or more complex patterns, the delivery
of effector molecules is highly efﬁcient. This result is
intuitively clear when we realize that the aspect ratio of the
synapse volume is large: the cylinder is very ﬂat. The
hypothesis that the much-studied details of the immunolog-
ical synapse play an important role in signaling mediated by
transfer of soluble molecules may therefore be discarded, but
FIGURE 3 (a) Dimensionless diffusion-limited for-
ward rate constant g1(d/a) for the association problem.
(b) Dimensionless diffusion-limited reverse rate con-
stant g2(d/a) for the dissociation problem.
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the function of the immunological synapse will continue to
generate much discussion from the point of view of signaling
(Huppa and Davis, 2003; Davis and Dustin, 2004; Jacobelli
et al., 2004).
We applied our model to the example of T-cell–B-cell
signaling moderated by IL-4, and showed that a release rate
of just a few IL-4 molecules per second is sufﬁcient to
essentially saturate the IL-4 receptors on the B cell. Two
further related effects were that during binding the recep-
tors essentially do not compete for IL-4 but that during
dissociation, an IL-4 molecule will rebind with high prob-
ability to an IL-4 receptor in the contact region when there
are as few as 30 free IL-4 receptors available. This raises the
possibility that a single IL-4 could serially bind a number of
IL-4 receptors. This is conceptually similar to serial en-
gagement of multiple T-cell receptors within the immuno-
logical synapse by a single membrane-bound peptide-MHC
(Valitutti et al., 1995; Wofsy et al., 2001).
In drawing these conclusions we used a simple cylindrical
geometry. Clearly, natural synapses are considerably more
complex, in that a ring of bound adhesion molecules
surround the shorter TCR-pMHC bonds in the synapse
center. We assumed that effector molecules leaving the
cylinder are irreversibly lost. Of course, these molecules may
bind the target cell outside the synapse region, and may
return to the cylinder. Given the lack of sensitivity of our
conclusions to the exact cellular separation in the synapse
volume, we do not think that these assumptions are
qualitatively important.
Finally, we note that the problem we have considered is
interesting in that the diffusion-limited forward rate con-
stants during the binding and dissociation phases (k1 and k1)
are different. This is the generic case, but many of the simple
cases commonly studied (such as diffusion to a spherical
particle) have k1 ¼ k1:
APPENDIX
We are interested in the steady diffusion problem D=2C ¼ 0 in a squat
cylinder of radius a and height d, that is d# a. We shall always assume that
the sides of the cylinder are perfect absorbers, but we will consider different
boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the cylinder. We will use the
usual cylindrical coordinate system (r, u, z). So throughout, C(r ¼ a) ¼ 0;
and in these coordinates, the problem becomes
D
1
r
@
@r
r
@C
@r
 
1
@
2C
@z
2
 
¼ 0: (9)
In computing the diffusion-limited forward rate constant, we need to impose
a constant ﬂux at the lower boundary (z ¼ 0) and a perfectly absorbing
boundary at the top (z ¼ d). Mathematically, this means
D@C
@z
ðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ S (10)
Cðz ¼ dÞ ¼ 0: (11)
By inspection (of Carslaw and Jaeger (1959)), we ﬁnd that
C ¼ +
N
n¼1
AnJ0ðanrÞsinhanðd  zÞ; (12)
satisﬁes Eq. 9 and the boundary conditions at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ d, where we
choose the an to satisfy J0(ana)¼ 0. The coefﬁcients An are chosen to satisfy
the boundary condition (Eq. 10). This is a standard problem, solved by
multiplying by a particular Bessel function J0(amr) and integrating both
sides over r. In summary,
C ¼ +
N
n¼1
2S
Daa
2
n
J0ðanrÞ
J1ðanaÞ
sinhanðd  zÞ
coshand
: (13)
The ﬂux through the top surface z ¼ d is found to be
flux1 ¼ +
N
n¼1
4pSa2
aˆ
2
n cosh aˆnðd=aÞ
¼ pSa2f1ðd=aÞ; (14)
(where aˆn ¼ aan). The dimensionless ﬂux f1(d/a) is plotted as Fig. 2 a.
We also calculate the concentration of effector molecules in the synapse at
steady state. This is achieved by solving the diffusion equation with
boundary conditions (Eq. 10) and @C/@zjz¼0 ¼ 0. The method is exactly the
same and the solution is
C ¼ +
N
n¼1
2S
Daa
2
n
J0ðanrÞ
J1ðanaÞ
coshanðd  zÞ
sinhand
: (15)
We use this formula to ﬁnd the mean concentration of effector molecules at
z ¼ d:
C ¼ 4Sa
D
+
N
n¼1
1
aˆ
3
n sinh aˆnðd=aÞ
¼ 4Sa
D
hðd=aÞ: (16)
Fig. 2 b plots h(d/a). The diffusion-limited forward rate constant k1 is
computed as the ratio of ﬂux1 to the mean concentration at z ¼ 0 averaged
over the contact area:
k1 ¼ flux1= pa2 +
N
n¼1
4aS tanhðaˆnðd=aÞÞ
Daˆ
3
n
 
¼ D
a
g1ðd=aÞ:
(17)
Fig. 3 a plots g1(d/a). We now move to computing the diffusion-limited off-
rate constant, k1: For convenience, we shall invert the cylinder so the target
cell is now at z ¼ 0. We consider the problem where effector molecules
dissociate from the target cell, and calculate the escaping ﬂux through the
sides of the cylinder. The T cell (at z ¼ d) is taken as a reﬂecting boundary.
We therefore have
D@C
@z

z¼0
¼ S; @C
@z

z¼d
¼ 0; and Cðr ¼ aÞ ¼ 0:
(18)
The mathematical problem is identical to the problem previously considered
so the concentration at z ¼ 0 is given by Eq. 15 (with z/d  z). The ﬂux
leaving the cylinder through its sides is ﬂux2¼ pSa2 ﬂux1. Dividing ﬂux2
by the mean concentration at z ¼ 0 and averaging over the contact area, we
get the diffusion-limited off rate,
k1 ¼ flux2= pa2 +
N
n¼1
4Sa
Daˆ
3
n sinhðaˆnðd=aÞÞ
 
¼ D
a
g2ðd=aÞ:
(19)
Fig. 3 b shows g2(d/a).
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